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词汇来源：www.examda.com Fake a. 伪劣的,假冒的 Some

criminals were printing dollar bills until they were arrested.(98.1.56) 

来源：www.examda.com A decent B fake C patent D suspicious

Flush v. 脸红 His face as he came in after running all the way from

school.(03.9.46) A flared B fluctuated C fluttered D flushed The girl

’s face with embarrassment during the interview when she couldn

’t answer the tough question.(06.1.43) A beamed B dazzled C

radiated D flushed Feeble a. (身体)虚弱无力的,不牢靠的 The ties

that bind us together in common activity are so that they can

disappear at any moment.(99.1.60) A trivial B fatal C tentative D

feeble Facilitate v. 使变得容易,使便利 The automatic doors in

supermarkets the entry and exit of customers with shopping

carts.(01.6.53) A furnish B induced C facilitate D allocate Feasible a. 

可行的 I suggest we put the scheme into effect, for it is quite

.(2000.1.42) A eligible B sustainable C probable D feasible Fatal a. 致

命的 The boy cycling in the street was knocked down by a minibus

and received injuries.(96.6.62) A fatal B excessive C disastrous D

exaggerated Flaw n 瑕疵 The statue would be perfect but for a few

small in its base.(97.6.50) A mistakes B weakness C flaws D errors

Fraction n. 小部分 We rarely perceive more than a minute of the

sights and sounds that fall upon our sense organs. the great majority

pass us by.(98.6.61) A fiction B function C fraction D friction Facet n



方面 This book is about how these basic beliefs and values affect

important of American life.(2000..1.61) A fashions B frontiers C

facets D formats This book is about how these basic beliefs and

values affect important of American life.(2004..1.42) A facets B

formats C formulas D fashions Frustrate v. 使挫折 She was deeply

by the amount of criticism her play received.(05.1.46) A deported B

deprived C involved D frustrated Flap v. 使飘动,(鸟)振翅飞行 The

wings of the bird still after it had been shot down.(2000.6.64) A

slapped B scratched C flapped D fluctuated Fluctuate v. (价格)波动

1.These continual in temperature make it impossible to decide to

wear.(04.6.63) A transitions B transformations C exchanges D

fluctuations 2.With prices so much ,it is difficult for the school to

plan a budget.(03.1.54) A vibrating B fluctuating C fluttering D

swinging Fabulous a. 巨大的,精彩的 I had often eaten Chinese food

often, but I could not have imagined how and extravagant a real

Chinese banquet could be. (03.6.59) A prominent B fabulous C

handsome D gracious Fragile a. 脆弱地 The glass vessels should be

handled most carefully since they are .(03.1.67) A intricate B fragile

C subtle D crisp Feast n. 宴会 All the guests were invited to attend

the wedding and had a very a good time.(02.1.44) A feast B

congratulations C festival D recreation Foresee v. 预见 We don’t

any difficulties in completing the project so long as we keep within

our budget.(03.9.52) A foresee B infer C fabricate D inhibit Already

the class is about who our new teacher will be. (02.1.58) A foreseeing

B speculating C fabricating D contemplating Finite a 有限的 Since

our knowledge is ,none of us can exclude the possibility of being



wrong.(06.1.52) A controlled B restrained C finite D delicate

Fascinate 强烈地吸引,迷住 The circus has always been very

popular because it both the old and the young.(03.9.42) A facilitates

B fascinates C immerses D indulges Flip 快速翻动 She through the

pages of a magazine, not really concentrating on them.(03.9.60) A

tumbled B switched C tossed D flipped Furnish v. 配备,装饰

Reading the mind only with materials of knowledge. it is thinking

that makes what we read ours.(97.6.60) A rectifies B prolongs C

minimizes D furnishes File n. on file (存档) Thank you for your

applying for a position with our firm. We do not have any openings

at this time, but we shall keep your application on for two

months.(97.6.67) A pile B segment C sequence D file Fuse n. 保险丝

There is no electricity again. Has the blown then?(90.1.70) A fuse B

wire C plug D circuit 100Test 下载频道开通，各类考试题目直接
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